
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

additional programme info:  



Tickets and workshop sign-up at: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/poetry-emergency-ii-tickets-

77491466061 

 

workshops: 

 

Friday 22nd November 

New Adelphi Theatre, New Adelphi building, University of Salford, M5 4WT 

Friday’s workshops are free to attend and open to all, but numbers will be extremely limited, so 

attendance will be subject to registration on a first come first serve basis. 

 

Workshop 1: Generic Greeting Collective – Introduction to letterpress for poetry 

10:00 – 11:30 

Thinking about poster-poems, visual poetry, and the use of the typeface in concrete poetry from 

Modernism to the present, we'll demonstrate and guide participants through the use of simple 

letterpress printing techniques. The workshop will be a space of play and experiment with these 

ideas and techniques. Bring along ideas for (very) short visual poems. 

~~~~ 

Generic Greeting is a multi-disciplinary arts collective founded in Manchester in 2010. With over 25 

members working across illustration, design, photography, writing, film, music production, 

embroidery, &c, the collective has always focussed on collaborative & grassroots ways of making 

art. They have put on exhibitions, made zines, run print workshops, produced short films and 

music videos, released compilations of music, put on club nights, gigs and parties, designed wall 

murals, & more. This workshop will be run by designer and illustrator Will Berry, and poet Joey 

Frances. 

Capacity – 10 

 

Workshop 2: Scott Thurston & Gemma Collard Stokes – Writing Body  

11:45 – 13:45 

The workshop will be an opportunity to explore the ways in which the acts of improvisation and 

writing can form and inform one another. Together we will discover how words arise from 

movement and movement gives life to text. We will use different approaches to develop, 

perform and hone both our written and physical explorations. Shifting between the moving 

body, speaking and writing, we will find new ways of working towards performance. This 

workshop is for those interested in language and communication who wish to explore it from a 

new angle. Participants will be willing to move, speak, play and write to fully explore language in 

relation to, and through the moving body. By looking at elements of space, dynamic, quality and 
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sensorial experiences, this workshop promises to explore how improvising with words can 

improve our perception of language and our ability to articulate. 

~~~~ 

Scott Thurston is a poet, mover and educator. He has published fifteen books and chapbooks of 

poetry, including three full-length collections with Shearsman: Hold (2006), Momentum (2008) 

and Internal Rhyme (2010). More recent work includes Poems for the Dance (Aquifer, 2017), Draft 

Vicinity (Knives Forks and Spoons, 2018) and We Must Betray Our Potential (The Red Ceilings, 

2018). Scott is founding co-editor of open access Journal of British and Irish Innovative Poetry 

and co-organized the long-running poetry reading series The Other Room in Manchester. Since 

2004, he has been developing a poetics integrating dance and poetry which has seen him 

collaborating with dancers in Berlin and New York as well as in the UK. Scott is Reader in English 

and Creative Writing at the University of Salford. 

Gemma Collard-Stokes is a researcher, educator and independent dance artist, making work of an 

interdisciplinary nature. Gemma's practice explores social interaction and the social history of 

places through a combination of environmentally responsive movement practice, creative writing 

and physical theatre. 

Capacity – 15 

 

Workshop 3: Lucy Wray – The Factory of the Future 

14:15 – 16:15 

The Factory of the Future is a framework, a space for interactions that add up to something 

bigger than any of us could make alone. It is a method of working that can be developed into an 

act of collaborative co-imagining to observe the challenges we face and focus on what we want 

for our future, how we want to live as individuals and collectively, and how best to get there. 

Rigorous research lies behind all METIS projects. They draw on a fascination with maps, space, 

technology, travel and history to create expressive pieces that connect and unite people. 

~~~~ 

METIS, directed by Zoe Svendsen, is a performing arts company that works as a network of 

artists and collaborators. We create interdisciplinary performance projects that invite citizens to 

consider and tackle the contemporary challenges facing our society. 

Lucy Wray is a director and theatre-maker. She is Associate Director for METIS where work 

includes We Know Not What We May Be at the Barbican, and World Factory at the Young Vic and 

on UK Tour.  

Capacity - 15  



keynote performance: 

 

Friday 22nd November 

New Adelphi Theatre, New Adelphi building, University of Salford, M5 4WT 

16:45 – 18:15 

Open to Friday evening or weekend ticket holders. Tickets available online or on the door. 

 

Alice Notley – Play for 26 Voices (in which the author as a community of voices of the dead 

discusses Everything.) 

Alice Notley was born in Bisbee, Arizona in 1945 and grew up in Needles, California in the Mojave 

Desert. She was educated in the Needles public schools, Barnard College, and The Writers 

Workshop, University of Iowa. She is the author of numerous books of poetry, and of essays and 

talks on poetry, and has edited and co-edited books by Ted Berrigan and Douglas Oliver. She 

edited the magazine CHICAGO in the 70s and co-edited with Oliver the magazines SCARLET and 

Gare du Nord in the 90s. She is the recipient of the Los Angeles Times Book Award, the Griffin 

Prize, the Shelley Memorial Award, the Lenore Marshall Prize, and the Poetry Foundation’s Ruth 

Lilly Prize. Her latest book is Certain Magical Acts, from Penguin.   

 

  



discussion / presentation events: 

 

Saturday 23rd November 

Daytime ~ 70 Oxford Street, Manchester Metropolitan University, M1 5NH 

Open to Saturday daytime or weekend tickets holders. Tickets available online or on the door. 

 

Poetry? Pay?, a discussion facilitated by Gloria Dawson 

14:40 – 15:40  

Famously, poetry doesn’t pay. For this and other reasons, the actual issues around payment for 

artists, and particularly writers, are often ignored. This session will draw out some information, 

problems and questions around earning money for poetry/writing work in the UK now. What are 

the financial lives of poets, especially radical and experimental poets like? What are our needs 

and demands? How is it possible to be a poet and get the money to buy the things we need? 

Everyone is welcome – poets or not, broke or billionaires. Ok maybe not billionaires. 

~~ 

Gloria Dawson lives in Glasgow and is trying to be the communist poet you want to see in the 

world. Most recent publication is 'circlusion' (Zarf Editions, 2018). 

 

Performing Thought 2.0, a performance-presentation from Azad Ashim Sharma, Ashwani 

Sharma, Kashif Sharma-Patel 

13:20 – 14:20 

Performing Thought 2.0 is part of an ongoing collaborative poetic project that has taken the 

guise of ‘Suburban Finesse’ as a spatial and poetic flashpoint. Working forward from concerns of 

intergenerational memory and trauma we are thinking through themes of embodiment, 

(sub)urban inhabitation, sedimented and hybrid histories, and postcolonial entanglement. 

Situating ourselves in the blurry melee of South London – ranging from Morden to Croydon with 

detours through Elephant & Castle, Brixton and more – we undertake a further iteration of our 

collective poetics as convivial practice. 

~~ 

Azad Ashim Sharma is the director of the87press. Azad’s first collection of poetry, ‘Against the 

Frame,’ was published by Barque Press (2017). His poems have been published by Tripwire, Pratik, 

amberflora, Datableed, MOTE, Poetry Wales, Erotoplasty, and Stand. His second book of poetry 

‘Boiled Owls’ is forthcoming on Sad Press (2020). He lives and works in London. 

Ashwani Sharma is Course Leader for the BA Film and Screen Studies at the London College of 

Communication, University of the Arts London.. He teaches, researches and has published in the 

areas of race, poetics, contemporary art, postcolonialism, urban, screen and popular culture. He 

is a co-editor of the Radical Cultural Studies series, Rowman &amp; Littlefield International. 



Ashwani is presently completing a book on race, temporality and aesthetics (Bloomsbury). He is 

the co-editor of Dis-Orienting Rhythms: The Politics of Asian Dance Music (Zed) and the founding 

co-editor of the journal darkmatter http://www.darkmatter101.org/. He is a member of the Black 

Study Group (London), blogs and writes poetry at tabula rasa 

https://tabularasa0.wordpress.com/, and is developing an archival project ‘Must We Burn 

Croydon?’; http://burncroydon.tumblr.com/. He has been a sound editor and an aeronautical 

engineer. 

Kashif Sharma-Patel is a poet and writer. They have published poetry in MOTE, amberflora, 

DATABLEED, Paratext and Erotoplasty. They are the co-founder of the87press, with their debut 

book forthcoming, called Dreaming Death. They also write freelance in the area of music, 

literature and art including publications in Artforum, AQNB, and Spamzine. 

  



poets' theatre: 

 

Saturday 23rd November 

Daytime ~ 70 Oxford Street, Manchester Metropolitan University, M1 5NH 

Open Saturday daytime or weekend tickets holders. Tickets available online or on the door. 

 

Meg Boulton, Jason Edwards & Maddie Boden perform a reiteration of ‘Pandas in Trees’ by Eve 

Kosofsky Sedgwick 

11.40 – 12.20 

Madeline Boden is a PhD candidate in the History of Art at the University of York. Her thesis is 

entitled, 'A Relief from Classicism: Frederic Leighton in the Near East, 1857-1895' and wider 

research interests include the Ottoman Empire, cultures of exchange and artist-travellers' 

Meg Boulton is an art historian and writer, currently working as a Teaching Fellow at the 

Edinburgh College of Art. She has published on topics including medieval sculpture, Inuit art, 

television adaptations of Agatha Christie and Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s poetry.  

Jason Edwards is an art historian and poet, whose first volume of poetry 'Complexity, Death and 

Nothing' was published in 2016. He is also the editor of Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick's uncollected 

poems, Bathroom Songs (2017). 

 

Saturday 23rd November 

Evening ~ Gullivers, 109 Oldham Street, M4 1LE 

Open to Saturday evening or weekend ticket holders. Tickets available online or on the door. 

 

Edmund Hardy – Picture-Book of the Taikō 

19:30 – 20:00 

On thirteen separate days, characters talk, fight, deal in high politics, search for a language 

unclouded by prices, and encounter each other too late. Set in past and future, this sci-fi shadow 

show is modelled on an epic Japanese play of the same name, yet somehow it is concerned with 

the conditions for community under contemporary capital. From the word taikō derives ‘tycoon’. 

If the play is funny, then really it is very serious indeed. 

Presented by Edmund Hardy & Yokai Theatre 

~ 

Edmund Hardy is a film maker and writer currently based in London. Edmund makes 

experimental films and music videos which focus on communal life and diverse searches for 

another world. He's interested in friendship, amateurism and what it means to live against the 



grain. His research focuses on language, race and capitalism; architecture and parasitic buildings; 

and a politics of philology. Theatre work and writing has developed semi improvised versions of 

Nō and Kyogen plays, as well as lyric poems and archive essays. Other projects include 

collaborating on a podcast on politics and poetry (SHED), and another on queerness and sci fi 

(SAY WHEN); a communist cinema night; and a small press. 

 

Lisa Jeschke & Lucy Beynon - The Decline and Fall of the Home Office 

20:15 – 21:15  

When an immigrant asks for the right to stay in England, Hamlet and Enoch must decide on his 

fate. This is their job. Hopefully they will do it well. 

~ 

Lisa Jeschke and Lucy Beynon make theatre in London and Munich. Past pieces include 'David 

Cameron' and 'The Tragedy of Theresa May'.  



additional performer bios: 

Biographical information presented in approximate order of performance: 

 

Luna Montenegro & Adrian Fisher 

Adrian Fisher & Luna Montenegro are visual artists and poets working under the collective 

name mmmmm and the pen name montenegrofisher. Their work investigates ideas of 

improvisation, participation, politics, poetics, locality, ritual and transformation. Their practice is 

often site-specific and socially engaged, leading to exchange and collaboration with other artists, 

poets, musicians and local communities. They make Performances, Text, visual and sonic 

Interventions, Installations, Books, Film and Curatorial Projects. 

Collective and individual works have been published by Writers Forum Chile, Errant Bodies Berlin, 

Intuitive Projects Press, Poetry Wales, Word For/ Word New York, Recrea Libros, Alba Berlin, 

datableed, TriQuarterly Chicago, Crater Press, diSONARE Mexico and Tonic among other poetry 

and art journals. Together they run One Night Stanza a small publishing press. 

Since first collaborating in January 2000 they have shown their work extensively in the UK, 

Europe and South America, at museums, art galleries, residencies, poetry & film festivals, public 

spaces, in art journals, internet and radio. 

www.mmmmm.org.uk 

~~~~ 

Jazmine Linklater 

Jazmine Linklater has published the pamphlets Toward Passion According (Zarf, 2017) 

and Découper, Coller (Dock Road Press, 2018). Her poetry has appeared in Paratext, Hotel, MAI, 

Stride, a glimpse of, Chicago Review's '#MeToo: A Poetry Collective' and amberflora, among 

others. A new pamphlet is due out next year with Guillemot Press. She works in marketing and 

events organisation for T-Junction International Poetry Festival and Carcanet Press, and is a co-

founder and organiser of No Matter, a queer feminist reading and performance series in 

Manchester. No Matter received Arts Council funding to commission six new performances in 

2019-2020; artists include Bhanu Kapil, Lisa Robertson, Verity Spott, Anne Boyer and Jade 

Montserrat. She is currently studying for an MA in Modern & Contemporary Literature, and in 

2018-19 is a Poetry London mentee with Vahni Capildeo. 

~~~~ 

Fatema Adboolcarim 

Fatema Abdoolcarim is an Indian-Pakistani Hong Konger. She is a visual artist, filmmaker and 

writer. Her works have been exhibited at the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, Reina Sofia Museum 

and Dr. Bhau Daji Lad Museum, Mumbai. As director, her short films have been shown at 

Locarno, Sundance and ZINEBI, and as collaborator, her feature documentary films have 

premiered at San Sebastian International Film Festival in 2016, and this year, at CPH:DOX. She is a 

PhD candidate of Creative Writing and Art History at The University of Manchester, and her 

project is a recipient of the UK Arts and Humanities Research Council Award. Fatema is currently 

working on her first feature-length fiction film, Hum. 

http://www.mmmmm.org.uk/
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~~~~ 

Tom Jenks 

Tom Jenks' most recent book is A Long and Hard Night Troubled by Visions (if p then q, 2018). He 

edits the small press zimzalla, specialising in literary objects. 

~~~~ 

Safaa Fathy 

Safaa Fathy is born in Egypt. She is a poet, essay writer and filmmaker. Terror and Ordeal (plays) 

was introduced by Jacques Derrida, with whom she co-wrote a book, Tourner les mots. Her latest 

book of poetry Revolution Goes Through Walls (SplitLevel publisher) was translated and 

published in Egypt, in France and in Brazil. 

~~~~ 

Geraldine Monk & Alan Halsey 

Geraldine Monk’s poetry was first published in the 1970’s. Her major collections include Escafeld 

Hangings, West House Books and Interregnum, Creation Books. The Salt Companion to Geraldine 

Monk was edited by Scott Thurston, 2007.  Her latest book They Who Saw the Deep was published 

in 2016 in the United States by Parlor Press/Free Verse Editions. She is a founding member of the 

Sheffield based antichoir Juxtavoices for which she has composed several site specific pieces 

including Midsummer Mummeries, Up & Down at Bishop’s House (with Alan Halsey) and We Talk 

Through Walls. She is an affiliated poet to The Centre for Poetry and Poetics, University of 

Sheffield.  

Alan Halsey’s Selected Poems 1988-2016 is published by Shearsman and his latest book 

Winterreisen, a collaboration with Kelvin Corcoran, by Knives Forks & Spoons. His edition of Bill 

Griffiths’ collected poems 1966-96 was issued by Reality Street in three volumes. With Martin 

Archer he co-directs the Sheffield-based antichoir Juxtavoices. 

~~~~ 

Callie Gardner 

Callie Gardner is a poet, critic, and editor from Glasgow. Their book-length poem naturally it is 

not. is published by The 87 Press, their critical book Poetry & Barthes by Liverpool University 

Press, and they edit Zarf magazine and its associated pamphlet press Zarf Editions. 

~~~~ 

Ghazal Mosadeq 

Ghazal Mosadeq is an award-winning writer and poet. She is the winner of the Bayhaqi Short 

Fiction Prize and was shortlisted for the Khorshid Poetry Prize. She has published three poetry 

collections, Dar Jame Ma (2010), Biographies (2015), and Supernatural Remedies for Fatal 

Seasickness (2018). Her poems and short stories have been published in anthologies 

and magazines in Iran, Canada, the UK, Portugal, and Greece. Actively involved in creating and 

promoting a dialogue between Persian and English literary traditions, she has embarked 

on translation from Persian to English and vice versa, and is involved in leading and producing 

creative writing workshops in Iran, the UK, and Canada. She is the editor of the Saan Literary 



Quarterly in Iran and a member of the jury for the Haft Eghlim Literary Award, as well as for the 

Jamalzadeh Award for Nonfiction. 

  



accessibility info: 

If you have any particular accessibility requirements which you would like to discuss with us, 

please do contact us at poetryemergency@gmail.com, and we will do everything we can to 

accommodate you and address your queries. 

We should, with a little notice, be able to provide additional or large print copies of any workshop 

materials. 

We’re currently in the process of ascertaining whether hearing loops will be available in the 

venues, we’ll provide updates on this as soon as possible. 

The New Adelphi building, and both theatre spaces, are on the ground floor and have step free 

access. 

Some spaces in Number 70 Oxford Street are above or below ground floor level but all are 

accessible via lift, or stair-lift, and have easily accessible fire escapes. 

Unfortunately, the Gullivers Lounge for Saturday evening’s events is only accessible via two small 

steps and a narrow corridor, and is likely to be crowded. We will do all we can to accommodate 

any accessibility requirements here. 

 

We welcome parents and children – attendance is free for children under 13. We’re currently 

looking into the possibility of a quiet rest space for parents and young children at Number 70 

Oxford Street, and will provide updates on this as soon as possible. 

 

If ticket prices are a significant barrier to anyone who wishes to attend, please do get in touch. 

We don’t intend to turn anyone away for lack of funds. 

Students from the NWCDTP are eligible for free tickets and travel to the event. Please contact us 

at poetryemergency@gmail.com to receive reimbursement. 
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